## Overview of UCC Meeting 4/24/18

### Information Item

Some displeasure about wording in Policy 615: General Education was expressed, particularly regarding the policy statement that institutional requirements will go through the GE Committee w/o UCC oversight. A memo was crafted, voted on, and approved stating that there will be a hold on institutional requirements until the language in Policy 615 can be clarified. See attached document.

### Action Proposals

- Change to BA language requirements for catalog: 16 credits still required. Can “buy” up to 12 credits by passing the FLATS proficiency exam in a language not offered at DSU but must take one DSU foreign language course.
- Discontinuance of old courses in CIM and Banner approved at UCC, but needs AC approval.

### Curriculum Changes

- Various changes in courses, requirements, descriptions, etc.--some consent and some action. See minutes for full descriptions.